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LTSF20 D4S4: Designing the New Normal 

Hannah Gore – Themed comments 
 

FILM/ SERIES RECOMMENDATIONS 
'Sons of Anarchy' - drama - Hamlet with biker gangs 
Lisl Lewis: The Casketeers on Netflix - reality show about a funeral parlor in NZ 
Dark, a very great German-Netflix-show about time travel 
Nigel Paine: Deutschland 83 on Prime about East Germany West Germany rivalry. V 
exciting and atmospheric 
Brooklyn 99 for laughs! 
DonnaBW: Lucifer on Amazon - Milton's fall of Satan for the 21stC 
The Great on Amazon Prime about Catherine the Great but very over the top. 
Brilliantly done 
Perry Mason from the 1960's black and white crime series - great fashions 
Karen Chambers: Enjoying Alan Bennett's Talking Heads 
'Halt and Catch Fire' on Amazon Prime - a brilliant character drama through the 
evolution of the tech' world 
Deutschland 83 on Prime about East Germany West Germany rivalry. V exciting and 
atmospheric 
 Wheeler dealers ðŸ˜ ‰ 
Of Mics and Men about the Wu Tang Clan on Sky Docs 
Ozark - Netflix 
 
LEARNING/ TRAINING IN TIME OF COVID 
Lizzie Rhodes James: Is the what now ever going to happen? Are we not continually 
moving? 
Kemi: whilst we might be at the "what now" stage... most people are like asking but 
how? how are we going to do this learning thing during these unprecedented times 
Wendy Arrowsmith: @clairepegg - I work for North Yorkshire County Council and we 
are now doing much of our training via webinars which is a whole new training 
dimension for us as trainers 
 
IMPACTED ROI 
Rachael: also impacts ROI when we have less delegates 
Wendy Arrowsmith: We are looking at adapting our classroom training from 16 
delegates to  
Kemi: @Wendyarrowsmith how are you finding the transition- from 16 to 6. why did 
you choose 6 as a number? 
 
BLENDED LEARNING 
Nick Denholm: huge opportunity for virtual learning journeys mixing live sessions 
with social and off-line elements  
Karen Chambers: Like the mix of online learning first, then smaller workshops 
Martin Baker: flipped classroom = blended? 
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FLIPPED CLASSROOM - Done 
Nishath: @Carrie- what was your experience with Flip? 
Carrie (@CarrieAWalton): Although trying to get practitioners to realise the difference 
between flipped and blended is a surprising struggle... 
Helen dudfield: flipped combined with adaptive learning is powerful  
Helen dudfield: so, we can use flipped for recruits before they arrive on a course  
Helen dudfield: then focus face to face 
 
DIGITAL USER EXPERIENCE 
Kemi: What I find interesting is that there is lack of understanding or limited 
understanding on how to design learning, content and the experience, particularly 
the digital experience. I’m finding I’m working more with L&D professionals on this 
more than other training topics..looking at digital designdesign thinking, content 
design etc 
 
ADAPTIVE LEARNING 
Helen dudfield: anyone using adaptive yet?  
 
TOOLS 
Helen dudfield: look at CogBooks or area9 as examples 
andy wooler: @Helen - my last employers use the Area9 Adaptive learning tool to 
great effect 
 
PHASE 3 - DONE 
Rachael: what was phase 3 referred to again? 
Kemi: What I find interesting is that there is lack of understanding or limited 
understanding on how to design learning, content and the experience, particularly 
the digital experience. I’m finding I’m working more with L&D professionals on this 
more than other training topics..looking at digital designdesign thinking, content 
design etc 
 
 


